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INTRODUCTION

In material science and other research areas many experiments with
specific conditions are conducted, producing a significant amount
of data and test results. Research data management (RDM) enables
transparent and reproducible research and is essential for a good
scientific practice [8, 13]. Many regulations and standards define
how RDM should be performed, e.g. the FAIR principle (Findable,
Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable) [30], the Open Research culture
[22] or meta-data standards, such as the Dublin Core or the Data
Documentation Initative (DDI) meta-data standards. The guidelines
and data management systems based on them should help scientists
to integrate RDM into their daily research workflow.
However, investigations indicate that RDM is still not "FAIR" [5,
9]. Data management is not a "first-class citizen" in the research
workflow. Researchers focus on written publications and treat the
publication of underlying data with less attention. The data itself
is often incomplete, e.g. it is missing parameters or is haphazardly
documented. RDM is not fully integrated into the research workflow and often done post-hoc to the actual experiment conduction.
Because of this, quality and quantity of the data and their documentation suffers. Furthermore, post-hoc data processing leads to
additional effort for the scientists and decreases their motivation
for comprehensible research data management [8]. Missing tool
support for approachable data management amplify their demotivation [5].
RDM based on meta-data standards is very common. The Data
Documentation Initiative (DDI) proposed a research data lifecycle
describing how research data should be treated, displayed in Figure
1. Although the DDI lifecycle is originally aimed at qualitative social
sciences it is representative for meta-data-based RDM in general.
Since meta-data standards are mainly domain independent and do
not support researchers substantially in conception and collection
of the research data.
Some research data management systems such as SEEK [32] or
InfoSys [26] go a step beyond and try do embed data knowledge
into RDM by extending the organizational meta-data model with
a domain-specific contextual model. In contrast to "black-box" approaches embedding an explicit experiment model into the data
management workflow aim in to help researchers to describe and
understand data. Although the experiment model has many advantages, domain and modeling experts have to design it manually for
each domain and keep it constantly maintained.
In my PhD-thesis, I focus on aspects of RDM of experimental
research based on experiment models and investigate the properties
of experiment models, their maintenance and application in the data
documentation process. By doing this I aim to embed RDM better

Figure 1: Data Documentation Lifecycle [11] by the Data
Documentation Initative (DDI) based on a metadata centered standard.

into the research workflow, so that data management assumes an
integral role from the beginning. Thus, it enables good practices for
data management [8]. Therefore, I focus on experimental research
conducted by the researchers themselves mainly in laboratory work
for example in domains such as material sciences or human computer interaction. To enable reproducibility of an experiment, a
detailed description of the experimental design and execution is
necessary [14]. For example, in computational science there exist
already concepts such as scientific workflows [7] or computational
notebooks [3, 23] to enable enhanced description of the experimental proceedings. But, in experimental research documentation
paper-based note-taking is still the state-of-the-art [18, 20].
Figure 2 illustrates my plan to improve the data lifecycle with
a domain-specific experiment model. In contrast to the meta-data
based lifcycle by DDI, shown in Figure 1, data concept, collecting
and documentation becomes an integral step within the lifecycle
and is not treated separately. This aims at increasing the quality of
the documented data and decrease the data documentation effort in
contrast to keeping it separate. Furthermore, I want to evaluate the
advantages of model-based RDM for the data discovery steps in the
research lifecycle. Due to the structured data, it is possible to find
similar experiments already during the concept steps and enables
basing ones experiment design on existing data from other projects
or contexts. By this, extending existing experiments becomes a new
path in the lifecycle.

1.1

Research Questions & Overview

My thesis addresses the following research questions:
RQ 1 How to structure experiment models, adapt them to different
research projects and use the corresponding data?
RQ 2 How to enable flexible experiment documentation and embed it into the research workflow?
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Table 1: Dimension of infrastructures for research data management
Dimension
Realization
System Scope
domain-specific vs. multi-domain
Domain Model
implicit vs. explicit
Workflow
post-hoc vs. concurrent

Extending

Figure 2: Proposed Data Lifecycle based on Domain-Specific
Experiment Model

This leads to two main pillars of my PhD thesis: 1. Experiment
models structure, their maintenance and advantages and 2. Experiment model based data documentation. This work is structured as
follows: After a related work analysis in Section 2, I focus on the
two pillars of my thesis in Sections 3 and 4. Finally, I summarize
the contemporary progress of my work in Section 5.

2

RELATED WORK

There are different workflows proposed in the literature, describing
how research data management should look like [2, 8, 31]. Most
of them focus on the technical aspects of the data management,
namely how the data should be stored and less how the data itself
should be structured and how it can be embedded into the research
workflow. Since they are mostly domain independent and focuses
on the organization aspects of research data management, i.e. data
publication and long-term data storage.
In recent years a variety of research data repositories have been
developed to support RDM and were made available to the scientific community. These systems represent different approaches to
create digital infrastructures for scientific data. In some cases the
approaches differ in their disciplinary scope:
• Some systems are designed as multi-domain systems, e.g.
the Open Science Framework (OSF) [6],
• Others are domain-specific ones focusing on a singular scientific field or type of experiment, e.g. for marine science
[24] or systems biology [29].
Another dimension concerns the level of formal explication. Most
systems store some meta-data about the experiments using various
standards, e.g. using the Dublin Core Meta Data, but they differ in
terms of modeling the content data inside explicitly or implicitly.
• One frequent approach is to store data records and their
metadata in some human readable format, without having
an explicit formal model of the individual entities contained
in these records, e.g. PANGEA [15] or OSF [6].
• Others seek to provide structured information of the data
themselves along with the published record, e.g. SEEK [32]
or InfoSys [33].
Lastly, we see the genesis of the data documentation as an additional dimension to be considered:
• Most of the aforementioned systems constitute post hoc data
management. That means that after the experiments have

been conducted and the resulting data is documented, formated and entered into some system, e.g. [15], [32] or [24].
• Currently only a few systems seek to support concurrent data
management. Here the question arises of how to address the
problem of involving data management as early as possible
into the research workflow and to make it an integral part
of it, [10, 33].
• The concept of pre-registration of study design is embedded
e.g. in the OSF [6] which gives researchers the possibility to
publish experimental design early in the research workflow.
By this, they need to document the data even before the
data is collected. In some experimental areas, e.g. clinical
medicine it is already required by journals and regulatory
bodies [21].
• The Experimental Design Assistant (EDA) tries to formalize
the concept of pre-registration and provides a method for
formally and structurally designing experiments based on a
graphical experiment diagrams [12]. The EDA aims to verify
in-vivo animal experiments before they are conducted, to
improve the quality of experimental designs and to achieve
a better reproducibility of experiments by a diagram-based
documentation.
The “InfoSys” system1 is an example for a research data management system with an underlying domain specific experiment model
from the material science [33]. InfoSys was developed during two
interdisciplinary research projects from 2011 to now at the University of Bremen. The disciplines comprise both computer science and
material science. In material science experiments are conducted to
investigate the characteristics of specimens of materials which are
treated in certain ways. This domain model was developed during
many interviews applying standard techniques of domain modeling
in the software engineering process.
InfoSys is based on a structured experiment model, illustrated in
Figure 3. Each experiment includes a description of the specimen,
the piece of material which is employed in the experiment, and the
description of the setting, the testing routine and its parameter, e.g.
the testing machine and sensors used. Multiple test results with
the raw data, data measured by the testing machines, are related to
each experiment. The experiment model allows researchers to describe various types of material science experiments. The specimen
model includes various types of materials and different treatment
procedures. The setting model covers two important experiment
types from material science, namely pulling tests and fatigue tests.
Orthogonal, but nonetheless relevant to the data management
aspects, there are already some systems that try to help researcher
with finding appropriate study designs and also data collection
1 http://www.uni-bremen.de/infosys/
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Figure 4: The Series-based Experiment Model[26]
Figure 3: The Basic Experiment Model Developed during the
InfoSys Project
tools [12, 19, 27, 28]. A common, but nonetheless important aspect
for all those systems is to design user-friendly interfaces which
support domain experts without specific technical knowledge with
managing their research.

3

EXPERIMENT MODEL

Research data management with an experiment library requires
a domain-specific experiment model. It describes how the data is
structured and stored in the libraries , i.e. which data and properties
to include into the experiment descriptions. The InfoSys system
demonstrated successfully, how such an experiment model improves RDM. But the InfoSys still has limitations: Each experiment
instance is treated separately which do not take into account that
experiments are only a part of a series of experiments to compare
different variations of one experiment instance.
Further, it is necessary to improve the modeling process of the
experiment model: Due to the nature of science, it is a complex,
iterative process to create a fitting experiment model and requires
domain-knowledge and modeling skills. For example the InfoSys
experiment model was developed in many iterations by domain
experts together with modeling experts which is very costly. To
enable the transferability and durability of experiment model based
RDM, it is necessary to decrease the costs of model generation and
maintenance.
In this section, I introduce my contribution and ideas towards an
improved experiment model structure and the experiment modeling
process.

3.1

Experiment Series

In the original experiment model, shown in Figure 3, each experiment instance is treated separately. This does not take into account
that experiments are only part of a series of experiments comparing
different variations of a few variables, while keeping most parameters fixed. This structure is a fundamental basic and necessary
for reliable science. Describing and storing each experiment on
their own leads to redundant data input, as every experiment and
the resulting test results needs to be described on their own. This
leads to redundant data entries, which should be avoided in data
model design. This leads to the research question RQ 1.1 How can
the structure of experiments be applied to the experiment
model?
To this purpose, I investigated the series-based experiment model,
shown in Figure 4. In contrast to the experiment model, shown in

Figure 3, the series model differs between in the fixed parameter,
independent variables and measured dependent variables. The fixed
parameters are constant for all n experiments within the experiment series and do not vary. All experiments in one series contain
the values of all attributes, marked as independent variables of an
series. Generally, researchers test all meaningful combinations of
the independent variables within a series of experiments. The measured results are captured, in accordance with the model depicted in
Figure 3, in the test results. Since, for every test setting, n copies of
a specimen are tested, there are n test results for each experiment.
I demonstrated the feasibility of the series-based experiment
model, by including the model into a new version of the InfoSys
system.

3.2

Model Quality & Maintenance

The requirements for an experiment model are constantly changing.
For example in the material science, new kinds of materials are
developed and new testing methods are introduced. This constant
change in research requires maintenance of the experiment model.
One effect which I could observe in the research data within the
InfoSys system is that users cheat the model if it does not fulfill
their requirements, e.g. by misusing specific fields by entering nonatomic information to a single attribute or embed information in
identifiers, e.g. naming a specimen after its production process.
Consequently, the data quality decreases which makes it harder
to analyze and reproduce the data. Thus, I want to deal with the
research question: RQ 1.2 Is it possible to detect the quality of
an experiment model automatically?
I want to investigate whether it is possible to apply machine
learning techniques to detect data faults within the entered data
automatically. This would provide a model health rating which can
be used as an indicator whether model maintenance is necessary
or not.
The experiment models in Figures 3 and 4 with all relevant
attributes where developed in iterative, user-centric processes involving multiple domain experts from the materials science domain.
This proceeding is very costly and needs additional modeling effort when enhancing the model to include more material classes
or adapt the experiment model to a new scientific domain. Furthermore, research experiment procedures are constantly making
progress and changing all the time, so that the experiment model
needs maintenance.
RQ 1.3 How should a modeling tool look like to empower
domain experts to maintain the experiment model on their
own with low effort?
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Therefore, I want to investigate user-centric approaches for
model maintenance which empower researchers to maintain the
experiment model themselves. To this purpose, a general and comprehensible visualization needs to be founded, to describe the domain model with relevant attributes, their value range and potential
constant values. These extensions should be generated and verified
collaboratively by multiple domain experts. This model maintenance approach is one step towards autonomous model authoring
by domain experts.

3.3

Advantages of Experiment Model Based
RDM

All data collected within the InfoSys system is based on the same
experiment model. This allows one to compare experimental designs and the experiment results across multiple research projects
conducted by different researchers. As a first step towards improved
data discovery, we investigate clustering methods for experimental
designs [25]. These experiment clusters should help to improve the
findability of similar experiments across multiple projects and improve the expressive range of experiments and their corresponding
results. To detect clusters of similar experiments, i.e. experiment
series, automatically, we applied machine learning techniques on
data collected with the InfoSys system. We analyzed a data set with
64 experiment descriptions, based on the base experiment model in
Figure 3 from 15 different research projects where a total of 1704
specimens were tested. The main challenge analyzing the dataset
lies in the combination of discrete and continuous variables. We applied the K-Prototype algorithm [17], a combination of the K-Means
algorithm for numerical attributes and the K-Modes algorithm for
categorical ones. By this, we could detect both natural experiment
series within a single research project, and similar experiments
across various projects.
By doing this, I want to make existing documentations from
other experiments usable during the experiment planing phase. By
finding existing experiment designs and their results, scientists can
design new experiments based on the results of existing ones or
even extending them.

4

DATA DOCUMENTATION

Based on the series-based experiment model I investigate aspects of
data documentation process. Typically, research data management
relies on meta-data. This proceeding leads to a post-hoc description
of the experiment conducted and the resulted data. In my PhD thesis
I investigate how the data documentation can be better embedded
into the research workflow. The foundation of the data documentation is the series-based experiment model introduced in Section
3. Documenting data, based on a comprehensive and structured
experiment model leads to different challenges:
• Managing the experiment design and structuring the data
input based on the fixed parameters, dependent and independent variables,
• Determining model view with all relevant fields of the comprehensive experiment model and
• Flexible documentation methods representing different process orders during the experiment.

Figure 5: Prototype 1: Creating of a new experiment series.
The users select all independent variables and enter values
of all fixed parameters [26].

In this section, I describe three data documentation methods to
address these challenges and the benefits of the input methods for
the data lifecycle. Each data documentation method is evaulated
seperately in total three laboratory usability studies.

4.1

Manageable Experiment Design

The following work was already published in [26]: In this work we
investigate the experiment planing and data documentation process
based on the structured experiment series model introduced in Figure 4. To this purpose, we apply the natural structure of experiment
series to the user interface. Instead of treating each experiment
separately, experiment series oriented input enables the user to
summarize related experiments. Instead of treating the experiment
description as an explanation for each associated test result, we
change the point of view in the data documentation process and
describe the whole experiment design in a experiment series by
selecting fixed parameters, dependent and independent variables.
This way of documentation should help the scientist to plan their
research and to document the data already while the experiment is
planed and conducted. This leads to research question RQ 2.1 Does
a structured input help scientists to plan and document their
experiment design? To investigate the series-based experiment
model and answer RQ 2.1, we designed and created a prototype
for experiment planing and investigated it in a laboratory usability
study with expert as well as naive users.
Figure 5 gives an overview over the creation of an experiment
series. Each parameter of the model can either gain a value if it is a
fixed parameter of be deselected using the selection box and by this
marked as an independent variable. After the user has created the
experiment series, they get an overview of the planed experiment
series, as shown in Figure 6. Now, they can add experiment instances to the series. Each experiment instance describes the values
of all independent variables. In a last step the results of measured
dependent variables, i.e. the test results would be entered for each
experiment. There were not in the scope of the study.
In this laboratory study the users were asked to enter a fictive, predefined experiment using the prototype (System Series) introduced,
as well as a benchmark prototype (System Benchmark) based on
a test-result oriented data-type, based on the model introduced in
Figure 3 which is part of the first version of the InfoSys system.
The users got data sheets with all parameters of each experiment
and were asked to enter them. Each user had to enter the same four
tasks with different scope. To eliminate order effects we divided
the participants into five groups (G1 to G4 with naive users and
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not
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Is it the parameter variable
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Figure 7: The three possible properties of each model parameter

Figure 8: Prototype 2: Determining the relevance of a parameter using a slider
Figure 6: Prototype 1: Overview of an experiment series. All
fixed parameters and their values are listed in the upper part.
All experiment instances with the values of the independent
variables are listed in the lower part [26].

Table 2: Experiment design to evaluated Prototype 1.
G1
G2
G3
G4
Experts
System B
Run 1
System S
System B
(1 Task)
(4 Tasks)
SUS
SUS
Run 2
(4 Tasks)

Sys. S

Sys. B

Sys. S

Sys. B

Sys. S

SUS questionnaire & interviews

an experts group). Before switching from one system to another,
the users were asked to fill out the System Usability Scale (SUS)
questionnaire to measure the usability of the system [4]. Table 2
summarizes the experiment design of our laboratory study.
We evaluated the results of the questionnaires as well as quantitative measures of task completion time and task correctness. The
results show a significant improvement in user satisfaction as well
as task completion times. In our minds this explains why a system with a better fitting model, even if structurally more complex
than the previous one, outperforms the original system in the key
usability factors of efficiency, error-avoidance and user satisfaction.

4.2

InfoSys system have shown that displaying all parameters as a long
flat form is not a user-friendly way to deal with the comprehensive
experiment model. Hiding blank form fields do not solve the problem, since it is not possible to determine the reason why a field is
empty. It may be not relevant, but it may also be forgotten during
input. For data quality reasons it is necessary to distinguish these
cases. Because of this, I want to introduce experiment model views
and investigates their benefits: RQ 2.2 Do experiment model
views support the data management process?
Experiment model views add a state to all parameters of the
domain model which describes whether a parameter is relevant for
the experiment instance or not. Extending the concept of experiment series, introduced in Section 4.1, the state of every experiment
parameter can have three possible values: Not relevant, fixed parameter or independent variable. Figure 7 summarizes all possible
states of the parameters.
The definition of such an experiment view should be embedded
into the definition process of the experiment series and experiment
instances. To this purpose, we extended the prototype shown in
Figure 5 with an additional option to determine the relevance of
each attribute. To this purpose, we added a slider to each parameter
in the form, see Figure 8.
We wanted to investigate whether the user can deal with this
additional layer to the complex experiment structuring process or
not. To investigate this input method we plan a exploratory study
with domain experts.

Experiment Model Views

While the comprehensive experiment model needs to fit various
kinds of experiments and materials, a single experiment instance
treats only a small subset of all available parameter of the experiment model parameters. So it is necessary to select all parameters
of the comprehensive experiment model which are relevant for
this specific experiment instance. Interviews with the users of the

4.3

Flexible Experiment Modeling

Data views and structuring data both improve flexibility of the data
documentation process, but are still methods to define a view as
a subset of a predefined flat form. However, they do not address
the requirements of continuous changing experiment models and
describing temporal information of the research process.
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Table 3: Experiment design to evaluate Prototype 3.
G1
G2
Run 1
(2 Tasks)
Run 2
(2 Tasks)

System 1-Step System 2-Step
SUS & NASA-TLX
System 2-Step System 1-Step
SUS & NASA-TLX
Interviews

Figure 9: Prototype 3: Flexible experiment modeling
Including order aspects of the experiments and production process of the conducted specimens is necessary. The order in which
the experiment takes place or the material is treated influences the
results of each experiment. For example testing the fatigue of a
material multiple times.
Standard flat forms typically are not sufficient to describe complex and multi-step processes, as the experimental design of a research experiment or the production process of a material. To this
purpose I want to work on a more flexible way of specifying experiment steps, their relevant data and their corresponding values
together in one step. To this purpose, we were inspired be process
modeling techniques, like the Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN) or activity diagrams of the Unified Modeling Language
(UML). But most modeling notations have either a process- or a
data-oriented focus and are not suitable for modeling non-experts.
I want to evaluate whether users can combine these views and
determine all three aspects of an experiment design in one step:
the flow of the experiment steps, the relevant attributes belonging
to each step and finally the values of all attributes. This kind of
self-authored data input is for the user a more complex task than
just filling out forms and selecting a set of relevant parameters, as
required in the last prototype.
To this purpose I want to investigate whether a paradigm change
from flat forms to self-authored data input forms improves the data
documentation process or is just too complex: RQ 2.3 Can selfauthored forms help scientists to gain more flexibility for
data input?
We collected the requirements by interviews with domain experts from the material science. Based on them we developed Prototype 3, shown in Figure 9. Its design was inspired by authoring
approaches which tend to help non-modeling experts to design
research forms, e.g. questionnaires or citizen-science applications
[1, 34]. To describe a form, the user selects production steps on the
left side and drags them to the grey working area. After adding a
step, the user can specify its attributes and drags them onto the
step. Finally, he can specify the value of the attribute on the right.
To evaluate the prototype we plan a laboratory usability study
with domain experts. In this study we compare the prototype shown
in Figure 9 in which the users need to enter all three aspects, order,
attributes in values in one step, with a simplified two step version.
In this benchmark system the users have to describe the scheme
with order and attributes first and enter the values as a second step.
Table 3 summarizes the planned experiment design of the study.
We plan a 2x2 within-group design with both possible combinations
to avoid ordering effects. The tasks of both runs have comparable

complexity. To compare the two prototypes we measure completion
times as well as task correctness and use the tested questionnaires
SUS [4] and NASA Task Load Index (TLX) [16], a subjective workload assessment tool.

4.4

Further Evaluation

The three studies described in this section aim to investigate user
interaction at data documentation under a controlled laboratory
settings to guarantee comparable results for the three different
input purposes. To investigate the benefits of the introduced documentation methods for the actual documentation process, I am
planning a field study in a real laboratory setting. By this I want to
achieve insights towards the general research question RQ 2.

5

CONCLUSION

In PhD thesis, I work on a substantial step towards an experiment
model centric data lifecyle, as shown in Figure 2. Such as an experiment model can enable research workflow-accompanying research
documentation which benefits the whole RDM:
Up to now, I introduced a new kind of experiment model, based
on experiment series. First results have shown that this model
improves the data documentation process significantly and were
already published [26]. Furthermore, I pointed out additional problems in the usability of experiment model based RDM, and found
first solutions to address those. I introduced the corresponding prototypes and will evaluate them soon. These evaluations will yield
new insights towards user-friendly research data documentation
and an improved model-quality.
Finally, I did some first trials with respect to knowledge generation of the data collected in the InfoSys system indicating the
expressiveness of such a research project [25]. These results give an
interesting insight into the opportunities of knowledge discovery
based on the experiment model based data collection.
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